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M ANAGE D
END P O I NT
DEF ENSE
Strengthen Defenses, Accelerate Detection and Response
As digital initiatives expand organizations' infrastructures, endpoints continue to grow in number and type
– including OT, IoT, cloud, and remote user devices such as smartphones and tablets. But endpoints are primary
attack vehicles, and all too often, companies are unaware of the cyber risks that endpoints present, particularly
from unmanaged devices connecting to their networks or accessing business resources. Without vigilant and
continuous oversight of these devices, risk and compliance are difficult to address.
With the new norm of a remote workforce, staffing challenges, and ever-increasing threat vectors on edge
devices, companies need help managing the security of their endpoints. Not all vendors are created equal,
and having a long list of suggested fixes just adds to your workload. You need the right expert partner to
protect an organization and mitigate overall risk – one that fully alleviates the burden of defensive security.

ENSURE ENDPOINTS ARE SECURED

Reveald Managed Endpoint Defense is a core component of
Reveald Managed Defense and delivers customized
management and support tied back to business and
real-world outcomes.

DEFENSIVE MEASURES
FOR ENDPOINT EXPOSURE

Access top experts in managed
endpoint defense.
Real-time full visibility into

Reveald Managed Endpoint Defense combines our senior-level

endpoint activity across your

security professionals with leading technology to provide

environment.

continuous, proactive management and optimization of endpoint
security for devices across your environment. In the process, we

Transparent and frictionless

round out and lighten the load for lean security teams.

endpoint security enables
continuous business operations.

If an aggressive attacker breaks through your defenses, Reveald
detection and response capabilities quickly contain threats before

Threat containment.

they can do damage. But we don't stop there.
Defensive threat resolution that
Post-containment, our team works backward to trace threats

traces threats backward from

and close open doors along their attack paths. In this way,

containment along the attack paths

Reveald uniquely and proactively reduces the attack surface and

to close the door to repeat

prevents repeat attacks.

attacks.
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PROACTIVE DEFENSE
Reveald Managed Endpoint Defense gives you access to the skills and technology that you need to effectively manage and protect the growing
numbers of endpoints across your distributed environment. Get endpoint protection with the flexibility of two levels of service:

Managed Endpoint Defense Base gives you access to our endpoint team of experts who leverage and manage
leading endpoint security technologies to proactively defend your endpoints. Includes provisioning and management
of agents, support, and reporting.
Managed Endpoint Defense Enhanced goes beyond endpoint protection to include threat hunting, threat
containment, and threat resolution. A Remediation Advisor guides you in understanding how to resolve root cause
exposures to prevent repeat attacks.
FEATURE

BASE

ENHANCED

ON-BOARDING

Business and Environmental Information Collection
Establish OKRs
Agent Provisioning
Agent Enablement and Hardening
Defense Mitigation Recommendations
Support Enrollment
CONTINUOUS OPERATIONS

Policy Management and Optimization
Update to Agents, IOC, and Signatures
Recurring Health Checks
Troubleshooting and Support
Routing Reporting
Environmental Control Review
Continuous Host Threat Hunting
Threat Alerting
Threat Containment and Resolution
(Falcon policy changes for supported modules and host security patching and host config changes)

Resolution Advisor
(Resolution planning for architectural changes to data center, cloud, network, directory services)

ABOUT

REVEALD

Reveald makes Continuous Exposure Management a reality to solve the biggest challenges in cybersecurity. Our trailblazing
“offense to defense” approach gives the advantage back to the business. It is the only solution that combines risk hunting, full
defensive response, and threat and exposure resolution to deliver business-driven outcomes. Operationalizing cutting-edge
technology for exposure management, Reveald uncovers every conceivable attack path and intelligently prioritizes them by
business criticality and risk. Our Cyber Fusion Center team of elite security experts then systemically neutralizes those attack
paths to make critical IT assets increasingly impervious to exploitation. The addition of ongoing monitoring and advisory
services empowers users to adopt a formidable defensive posture while taking pressure off their in-house security resources.
Above all, Reveald turns cyber risk into something measurable and manageable from the SOC to the C-Suite.
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